2008 chevy silverado

A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Had to list this as a LT regular cab long bed, 4
wd. Actually is an LS, which in , was just a Work Truck with a chromed front bumper and
chromed steel wheels. Mine also has "Trailering equipment package", which is the same as
"Towing package" without the locking G80 rear differential. It has the 4. No power windows, no
power locks, no cruise control, no power mirrors. The 4. Then the 4. I purchased it new in Sept.
Truck was made the last week of production in June At their best plant at the time, Ft. It has
very dependable with almost no problems I do all maintenance on it. No rattles or squeaks at
65k. Currently at 65k miles. It has seen all sort of use from heavy urban gridlock to local country
roads to Freeway use. I changed out all fluids between 50k and 60k miles. Brake, coolant,
transmission, front differential, rear differential, and transfer case fluids. This year, at 62k miles,
I replaced the front and rear brake rotors , drums, pads and shoes. The rear drum shoes were
almost done, but the front pads could have gone another 10k. Engine consumes almost no oil
between 4k to 5k oil changes. Non wear items replaced since new: --Rear shocks were shot at
about 40k. Replaced with KYB gas-adjust mono tubes which are great and match the front strut
valving well. Sound for TS comes from left speaker. Unbelievably cheap paper door speakers
replaced with cheap Pioneer speakers. That's it! I attribute the good reliability my Silverado has
had to the fact it doesn't have the things that frequently cause trouble on the GMT's. With
manual shifted 4wd and an open rear axle I have had no trouble --making it through even heavy
snow. Due to the lack of any power accessories and being a regular cab, the truck is fairly light.
I believe this 4. It has a very wide turning circle, but the use of rack and pinion steering starting
in Gas mileage is not so good. When I commuted to work, with a total mix of driving, I averaged
about Mostly local roads and shorter trips now. I seldom see more than 14 mpg. It will still do 17
to 18 mpg on infrequent Interstate highway runs. No mileage bonus with the 4. Used buyers may
like to know that GM in and post bankruptcy, made up different equipment packages that did
not exist in catalogs. You may get something that shouldn't have been on your truck sometimes
heated power mirrors on an LS trim or not get something that should have been included. First
off i have to address some of the reviews on the silverado. I keep reading reviews that say
things like " transmission sucks" and "truck wont last over 60k!! I am a aircraft mechanic and
have a long understanding of how engines and machines run. Its simple.. Change fluids and
insert some grease here and there and i can almost promise you will have zero maintance
failures! I love how people think you can just drive a truck into the ground and it will last. Now
on to the details about my chevy! I've always purchases only GM vehicles. The latest purchase
turned out to be my worst car-ownership experience. The subject truck has an apparent defect
that caused carbeurization in cyclinders, sticking rings and incredible oil consumption. The
vehicle was back and forth to the dealer for 12 months before I threatened legal action and
finally got a warranty piston and ring replacement. The engine had just 60, miles at the time of
the repair. I have not been able to use this vehicle as i had hoped and I have to look now to
trade it in before the rings gum up again in 40, miles. GM refused to acknowledge any kind of
problem for 12 months! We have had numerous problems with our Chevy Silverado that we

purchased new and has low miles. One of the problems is power lock failure. Recently the
passenger side quit working, but since we are out of our warranty, GM would not cover the cost.
However, after speaking with several people from GM I found that they will do a voluntary recall
if they get enough complaints from the consumer about this issue. Even if you have already
paid to have this problem fixed in the past, please call [non-permissible content removed] to let
them know of the problem and maybe we can get them to do the voluntary recall so consumers
can get reimbursed for the repair costs. I bought my truck slightly used in the summer of '09
with 22K on the dash. I have 86K now. Last summer at 65K my transmission went out on me.
And my only indicator was that at highway speeds the RPM's would jump up about and back
down speratically for about a week before it locked up on me on the service road of a busy
freeway. Had to drive it in reverse half a mile to a gas station to park it. Also, there have been
electrical issues with the drivers side lock not locking when I press the remote and window
switches not working. Oh, and I'm on my 2nd battery already. Can't figure that one out.
Stabilitrak disengages at times. Looking to get out of it already. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. More about the Silverado View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code.
See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Performance Interior.
Stay away from 5. Not exactly what I expected it to be. Items per page:. Write a review See all
Silverado s for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Silverado Sign Up. To cater to the wide range
of customers and uses for full-size pickups, Chevrolet is wisely offering two completely
different interiors for the new Silverado, resulting in products that are both functional and as
completely luxurious as the customer demands. Chevrolet claims that the Silverado is the most
dependable and longest lasting pickup truck model, and points to J. With the highest tow rating
among light-duty pickups up to 10, pounds , and class-leading V8 fuel economy of up to 20
mpg, the Silverado is very competitive among full-size pickups. Close this Model overview: The
most striking feature of the Silverado, which Chevrolet completely redesigned a year ago, is the
interior. Read more The most striking feature of the Silverado, which Chevrolet completely
redesigned a year ago, is the interior. LTZ models are further differentiated by a completely
different instrument panel and door panels, a huge, Ultrasonic rear parking assist is available.
The work truck and LT trims are equipped on more of a budget for those who plan to use their
pickup for utility, with a more basic interior treatment. These trims have still been upgraded with
larger control knobs, and a lockable in-seat storage bin that's large enough for a laptop
computer and has a built-in volt power outlet. Rear legroom is sizeable on extended cab models
and ingress and egress is now improved thanks to rear access doors that open degrees. Each
trim level is available in either 2WD or an on-demand 4WD system with locking rear differential.
A horsepower, 4. A horsepower, 5. That 5. Thanks to Active Fuel Management, the 5. As part of
the maximum trailering package, a horsepower and lb-ft , 6. This engine has variable valve
timing and Active Fuel Management. The package also includes a heavy-duty rear axle, locking
differential, heavy-duty cooling system, and high-capacity transmission. Each of the five
suspension systems available on the Silverado are tailored for particular driving situations, and
each has a completely different character. The Z83 delivers the best ride, while the Z85
upgrades for improved handling and towing capacity. The Z71 is the option for those who plan
to take their Silverado off-road, and for those wanting optimized street performance there's the
Z60, which includes inch wheels. The Silverado rides on a fully boxed frame with
coil-over-shock front suspension and rack-and-pinion steering unit. StabiliTrak continues to be
available on the Silverado. Cargo bed lengths are 5'-8" for the short bed, 6'-6" for the standard
bed, and 8' for the long bed, and rated payload goes up to 2, pounds when properly equipped.
Close this There's a problem loading this menu right now. Would you like to sell products for
this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. About This Vehicle Model strengths: Refinement; interior
appointments; fuel economy; tow rating; available luxury features. The Chevy Silverado,
completely redesigned for , enters with few changes. A six-way power seat adjuster is now
available on 1LT models, and XM satellite radio is standard across all trims. Read more. Close
this. The most striking feature of the Silverado, which Chevrolet completely redesigned a year
ago, is the interior. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon
Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment
Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip to main content. Exterior Accessories.
Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of
songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage
from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account.
AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go.
ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer
Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door.

PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Subscribe to receive new listings for
this search right in your inbox. This is equipped with leather bucket seats, power adjustable sea
Z71 Chevy Silverado 4dr crew max 4x4 only 5. All possible options, Just Arrived. Super Clean
Vehicle, Drives very smooth. Our team is committed to providing you excellent customer
satisfaction whether you are interested in a FORD or a premium, competitively priced, used
vehicle. If you don't find what you are looking for in our inventory, just ask, and Mostly Highway
Km's. Very Good condition. Beige leather seats. Newer Tires. Fully serviced and maintained.
Hitch included. Spray in box liner. Need an economically priced truck? This tough Chevy is
ready to take on whatever you throw at it! Powered by the reliable 5. Fully inspected and ready
to go! Hurry into Claresholm Motor Products whe Price Includes Safety Certification! Reach
millions of car shoppers locally and nationally for free. We analyzed similar vehicles in your
area and calculated that this vehicle is priced lower than the average making it a Great Price. We
analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced a bit lower than
the average making it a Good Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated
that this vehicle is priced slightly higher than average making it a Fair Price. This vehicle may
be certified, include additional options, warranties making it Above Average Price. Contact
seller for details. Filter Results 19 19 Chevrolet Silverado for sale in Canada. Certified
Pre-Owned. Live Chat 4. Virtual Appraisal 1. Home Test Drive 1. Online Reservation 1. Buy
Online 2. Delivery 1. LT w-1LT 1. LTZ 3. Please enter a number between 0 and 10,, Must be
greater than Min Price. Payment range. Please enter a number between 0 and 1,, Min payment is
required. Must be greater than Min Payment. Max payment is required. Payment frequency.
Credit rating. Truck Black 3. Blue 1. Burgundy 1. Green 2. Grey 4. Maroon 1. Red 1. White 6.
Must be greater than Min Kilometres. Four Wheel Drive Rear Wheel Drive 3. Unknown 1. Flex
Fuel 6. Gasoline Unknown 3. Automatic With Photos. With Price. NEW Save Search. Get price
alerts and new listings for this search right in your inbox! Your email address Email Subscribe.
By clicking 'Subscribe', you consent to receiving emails from Trader Corporation. You also
agree to our Privacy Policy and Terms of Use. Turn off. Filter Results Click here to try again.
Priority Listings. All Listings. Mileage , km. Monthly Bi-weekly Weekly. Buy Online. Contactless
Services New. Contactless Services New Instant Trade-in. List your car here! List your car for
free. Find your next car by browsing our extensive new and pre-owned Chevrolet Silverado
inventory from local Chevrolet dealerships and private sellers. You can also compare prices,
trim specifications, options, reviews, scores and recall history of Chevrolet Silverado with
similar vehicles. View vehicle information. Browse listings by city Barrie. Richmond Hill. View
more. Click on the bi-weekly payment amount estimate to see Financing details. All new
vehicles offered for sale are being offered by registered motor vehicle dealers. View a list of all
dealers and dealer telephone numbers. Disclaimer Information: Please confirm with seller
accuracy of information. Mileage recorded at time of listing. Taxes and license are not included
in listing price. Subscribe for the latest car reviews, listings, products and more right in your
inbox. Your email address Subscribe. I can unsubscribe at anytime. I also agree to the Terms of
Use and Privacy Policy. Subscription complete! Skip to main content. Related: silverado take off
bed used truck beds chevrolet silverado ls 5. Include description. Bed Length. Not Specified 3
Items 3. Chevrolet 3 Items 3. General Motors 1 Items 1. Undercover 1 Items 1. Black 2 Items 2.
Charcoal 1 Items 1. Red 1 Items 1. Silver 1 Items 1. Brand Type. Genuine OEM 4 Items 4.
Aftermarket Branded 1 Items 1. Truck Bed 5 Items 5. Number of Rear Wheels. Not Specified 4
Items 4. Fitment Type. Direct Replacement 3 Items 3. Not Specified 2 Items 2. Used 5 Items 5.
Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings 5. Accepts Offers 3. Buy It Now
5. Item Location. US Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free International Shipping. Show
only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items.
Authenticity Guarantee. More filters Any Condition Used. Any Free International Shipping.
Gallery View Customize. Not finding what you're looking for? Save used chevy silverado truck
beds to get e-mail alerts and updates on your eBay Feed. Find the right parts for your Chevrolet.
Enter Year Tell us about your vehicle to find the right parts faster. Shipping not specified. Buy It
Now. Results matching fewer words. Last one. Free returns. Almost gone. Leave feedback about
your eBay search experience - opens in new window or tab. This page was last updated: Feb
Number of bids and bid amounts may be slightly out of date. See each listing for international
shipping options and costs. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents,
been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open
recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of
sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a
vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden

problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
2002 ford ranger owners manual
remove hardtop jeep wrangler
12 volt camper trailer wiring diagram
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

